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1. Priority * 

https://epa.gov/national-air-toxics-assessment/2011-nata-assessment-results

2. URL * 

EPA

3. Agency * 

4. Event

2011 NATA (National Air Toxics Assessment): Assessment Results

5. Title

6. Crawled by the Internet Archive * 



Yes

https://web.archive.org/web/*/https://epa.gov/national-air-toxics-assessment/2011-nata-
assessment-results

7. Internet Archive URL

8. Description

9. Purpose or significance of data

10. 

Do not harvest. All data is small, unstructured, and on a page crawlable by the
Internet Archive.

Page contains dynamic content (e.g., links loaded by JavaScript).

Page contains interactive visualizations.

Data is accessible in structured file(s) that can be directly downloaded.

Data is accessible over FTP.

Data is accessible using a documented public API.

Data is only accessible using search queries in a web form.



Some of the zip files on this page can be downloaded through direct links. The buttons
for downloading state and pollutant files require JavaScript to function; however, the
HTML <option> elements in the <select> menus contain the URLs for the files. It would
be possible to extract these URLs with an HTML parser.

11. Recommended approach to harvesting data

XLSX, ZIP, ACCDB (Access database)

12. File formats

Likely 3-5 GB. SIzes of state and pollutant files vary.

13. Estimated size in MB

D38E4558-F7D1-439F-A068-7EBBDD907265

14. Related URLs

15. Were you able to capture all of the data at this URL?

Yes

No

Used javascript (casperjs) to get all zip files from the two forms.

16. Harvest method used



Harvest only contains zip files from the two select forms. There are other direct links on
the page that are crawlable.

17. Notes from Harvest

18. User certified that to the best of their knowledge this is a well-checked bag 
that will survive out of context of the site it was harvested from.

Yes

Bagged with Data Conservancy Packaging Tool (v1.0.3); validated before S3 upload and
after S3 download.

19. Notes from Bagging

20. Notes from Describe


